Engine Sputters Under Load
Chapter 1 : Engine Sputters Under Load
Engine sputters but does not die under load i am need of some expert help with a problem i am having with a
5.0 carb motor. the boat is a 2001 cruisers 30 footer with twin 5.0 liter mercruisers.Now, after it runs for a
minute or two, when i get into the gas, it starts sputtering, huffing, and making a rattling/popping noise from
under the truck. it gets worse if i run the a/c, and has started stalling out when coming to a stop.Low rpm
bucking/sputtering under load. discussion in a while back the car would sporadically buck and sputter under
load until about 3,000 rpm or so. there was a stored code for the crank sensor. the first symptom in some cases
is occasional sputtering / missing when the engine is warm. this is followed quickly by engine quitting when
Engine coughing or sputtering under load or going up long inclines?? i have tried using fuel injector cleaner,
and kept up very well on oil changes.is engine is a 6.0l turbo diesel with about 59k miles on it. i am hoping
maybe just fuel filters need replaced.But when driving under load, it sputters. i cannot go over a certain rpm,
roughly 3000 without it choking and sputtering. can't accelerate heavy and can only drive it at speeds under
45.I do that to every engine i get and i have well over 20 all running perfectly. testing is fine and should be
done , however i have also tested some bad ones that test good and good ones that test bad. not everyone has
the knowledge or the capability to do such testingose items are not expensive anyway. tecumseh sputter, worse
under load Everytime the engine is under load the truck sputters. we found out when i was sitting in the truck
and put it in gear, held the brake and gave it a little gas. it sputtered and almost shut off.
Re: sputters under engine load.. make sue there isn't carbon in your egr valve. when mine ran like crap there
was a chunk of carbon holding the valve open enough to make it idle rough but it got better when i reved it
up.Why is the engine bogging under acceleration? i recently managed to get the moped running properly,
albeit for only a short time. it felt as if the engine was providing power for a couple of seconds, then stopped
the power delivery for a couple of seconds, and it kept doing this over and over. it was so weak that i had to
push it up a hill Engine sputters on acceleration then smoothes out at higher rpm; engine sputters on
acceleration then smoothes out at higher rpm was told that evern when u test your coils when cold and they
give you the correct ohm reading they could still be bad under load when hot. wish i knew someone here in
honolulu that could let me try their coil Within a short amount of time the engine will begin to "cut out",
sputter, and die - just like what happens when you run out of gas. i can restart the engine but the issue
continues. put it under a load and it would die. let it sit there for 5 minutes or so and it would start up and do
the same thing. it had one of those carburetors that
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